


CHOREOGRAPHY/OVERALL IMPRESSION (Max Score: 15.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero skills performed.

11.0 - 11.9 Minimal/inconsistent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Minimal/inconsistent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Minimal/inconsistent creativity. Minimal team participation. Minimal execution of routine. (by 
majority of team)

12.0 - 12.9 Moderate pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Moderate visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Moderate creativity. Moderate percent of team participation. Moderate level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

13.0 - 13.9 Good pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Good visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Good creativity. Good percent of team participation. Good level of execution of routine. (by majority of team)

14.0 - 15.0
Excellent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Excellent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Excellent creativity. Excellent percent of team participation. Excellent level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

PERFORMANCE/SHOWMANSHIP/USE OF CHEER- IF INCLUDED (Max Score: 15.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed.

11.0 - 11.9
Minimal/inconsistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Minimal incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and voice 
projection. Cheer that is tough to follow with minimal crowd participation. (by majority of team)

12.0 - 12.9
Moderate/consistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Moderate incorporation of cheer, crowd 
leading skills, and voice projection. Cheer that leads the crowd, but does not encourage the crowd to participate. (by majority of team)

13.0 - 13.9
Good quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Good incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and voice projection.

 Cheer that the crowd can follow with minimal distraction. (by majority of team)

14.0 - 15.0
Excellent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Excellent incorporation of cheer, crowd leading 
skills, and voice projection. Cheer that is visually appealing promotes crowd participation and is easy to follow. (by majority of team)

DANCE (Max Score: 15.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed.

11.0 - 11.9
Minimal/inconsistent dance technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced. Lacking creativity and variety in dance. Weak incorporation of dance. Low energy dance with minimal transitions and level 
changes in dance. (by majority of team)

12.0 - 12.9 Moderate dance basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness in dance. Varied dance moderately paced. Some incorporation of dance and visuals. Average energy level with moderate transitions and level changes in dance. 
(by majority of team)

13.0 - 13.9 Good dance technique and placements. Good motion strength and sharpness in dance. Good variety in dance with good pace.  Good use of visuals. Good incorporation of dance. Good energy with some transitions and level changes in 
dance. (by majority of team)

14.0 - 15.0
Excellent dance technique and placements. Strong sharp dance. Excellent use of variety and pace in dance. Excellent use of visual. Excellent incorporation of dance. Multiple transitions, level changes and variety in dance with 
high energy. (by majority of team)

MOTIONS (Max Score: 16.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed

12.0 - 12.9
Minimal/inconsistent motion technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced motions. Lacking creativity and variety in motions.  Low energy motions with minimal to zero transitions and level changes. (by 
majority of team)

13.0 - 13.9 Moderate basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness. Varied motions moderately paced.  Moderate motion visuals. Average energy level of motions with minimal transitions and level changes. (by majority of team)

14.0 - 14.9  Good motion technique and placement. Sharp motions. Good pace. Motion sequences include variety. Good motion visuals. Good energy with some transitions and level changes. (by majority of team)

15.0 - 16.0
Excellent motion technique and placements. Strong sharp motions. Variety of upbeat and fast paced motion sequences. Visually enhancing motion sections.  Multiple transitions, level changes with high energy. (by majority of 
team)

JUMPS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 10.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (variety defined as 2 or more different jumps) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero jumps performed. 

6.0 1 advanced jump performed OR Basic jumps performed by a majority of team. 

7.0 2 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by a majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.  

8.0 3 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.  

9.0 2 connected advanced performed in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.   

10.0 3 connected advanced jumps done in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by majority of team and include variety. 

STUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0  Zero stunts performed.

10.0 - 10.9  Two leg below prep level stunts performed by less than majority of team. 

11.0 - 11.9  Two leg below prep level stunts performed by majority of team. 

12.0 - 12.9  ONLY Prep level two leg stunts OR Only knee stand single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) by a majority of the team. 

13.0 - 15.0  Prep level two leg stunts AND knee stand single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) by a majority of the team. 

DISMOUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero dismounts performed.

3.0 - 3.9 Minimal to no incorporation of dismounts. Less than a majority of the team incorporated any dismount.

4.0 – 5.0 Shove wrap OR Step off  OR Bump down by a majority of the team.

TUMBLING DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by 1/4th of team) 

0.0  Zero tumbling skills performed.

1.0 - 1.9  Minimal incorporation of tumbling skills. Less than 1/4 of team performed Forward OR Backward Rolls.

2.0 - 2.9  Forward Rolls OR Backward Rolls by at least 1/4 of the team. 

3.0 - 3.9  Cartwheels by at least 1/4 of the team. 

4.0 - 5.0  Round Offs by at least 1/4 of the team. 
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YCADA Show Cheer Level 1

CHOREOGRAPHY/OVERALL IMPRESSION (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero skills performed.

6.0 - 6.9 Minimal/inconsistent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Minimal/inconsistent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Minimal/inconsistent creativity. Minimal team participation. Minimal execution of routine. (by 
majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Moderate visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Moderate creativity. Moderate percent of team participation. Moderate level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

8.0 - 8.9 Good pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Good visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Good creativity. Good percent of team participation. Good level of execution of routine. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0 Excellent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Excellent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Excellent creativity. Excellent percent of team participation. Excellent level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

PERFORMANCE/SHOWMANSHIP/USE OF CHEER- IF INCLUDED (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed.

6.0 - 6.9 Minimal/inconsistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Minimal incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and voice 
projection. Cheer that is tough to follow with minimal crowd participation. (by majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate/consistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Moderate incorporation of cheer, crowd 
leading skills, and voice projection. Cheer that leads the crowd, but does not encourage the crowd to participate. (by majority of team)

8.0 - 8.9 Good quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Good incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and voice projection.
 Cheer that the crowd can follow with minimal distraction. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0 Excellent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Excellent incorporation of cheer, crowd 
leading skills, and voice projection. Cheer that is visually appealing promotes crowd participation and is easy to follow. (by majority of team)

DANCE (Max Score: 9.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed.

5.0 - 5.9 Minimal/inconsistent dance technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced. Lacking creativity and variety in dance. Weak incorporation of dance. Low energy dance with minimal transitions and level 
changes in dance. (by majority of team)

6.0 - 6.9 Moderate dance basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness in dance. Varied dance moderately paced. Some incorporation of dance and visuals. Average energy level with moderate transitions and level changes in dance. 
(by majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Good dance technique and placements. Good motion strength and sharpness in dance. Good variety in dance with good pace.  Good use of visuals. Good incorporation of dance. Good energy with some transitions and level changes in 
dance. (by majority of team)

8.0 - 9.0 Excellent dance technique and placements. Strong sharp dance. Excellent use of variety and pace in dance. Excellent use of visual. Excellent incorporation of dance. Multiple transitions, level changes and variety in dance with 
high energy. (by majority of team)

MOTIONS (Max Score: 16.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed

12.0 - 12.9 Minimal/inconsistent motion technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced motions. Lacking creativity and variety in motions.  Low energy motions with minimal to zero transitions and level changes. (by 
majority of team)

13.0 - 13.9 Moderate basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness. Varied motions moderately paced.  Moderate motion visuals. Average energy level of motions with minimal transitions and level changes. (by majority of team)

14.0 - 14.9  Good motion technique and placement. Sharp motions. Good pace. Motion sequences include variety. Good motion visuals. Good energy with some transitions and level changes. (by majority of team)

15.0 - 16.0 Excellent motion technique and placements. Strong sharp motions. Variety of upbeat and fast paced motion sequences. Visually enhancing motion sections.  Multiple transitions, level changes with high energy. (by majority of 
team)

JUMPS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 10.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (variety defined as 2 or more different jumps) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero jumps performed. 

6.0 1 advanced jump performed OR Basic jumps performed by a majority of team. 

7.0 2 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by a majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.  

8.0 3 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.  

9.0 2 connected advanced performed in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.   

10.0 3 connected advanced jumps done in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by majority of team and include variety. 

STUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero stunts performed.

10.0 - 10.9 Two leg Knee Stands OR minimal incorporation of stunts by a majority of the team.

11.0 - 11.9 Two leg Thigh Stands OR Shoulder Sits OR Swedish Falls by a majority of the team.

12.0 - 12.9 ONLY prep level two leg stunts OR ONLY below prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) by a majority of the team.

13.0 - 15.0 Prep level two leg stunts AND below prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) OR 1/4 twist mount to prep level by a majority of the team.

PYRAMIDS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution (teams earn credit by doing skill once) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero pyramid skills.

10.0 - 10.9 Minimal to no incorporation. Pyramids that include connecting individuals at ground level will score in this range.

11.0 - 11.9 Pyramids below prep level stunts.

12.0 - 12.9 Pyramids involving prep level two leg stunts OR prep level single leg stunts braced on BOTH sides.

13.0 - 15.0 Pyramids involving extended two leg stunts braced on both sides OR prep level single leg stunts braced on only 1 side. The highest point range will be awarded to teams performing the highest skill LEGALLY possible with 
consideration given to the number of participants on the team.

DISMOUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero dismounts performed.

2.0 - 2.9 Minimal to no incorporation of dismounts. Less than a majority of the team incorporated any dismount.

3.0 - 3.9 Pop Off, Step, OR Shove Wrap by the majority of the team.

4.0 – 5.0 Straight Ride Cradles or ¼ Turn Cradles by a majority of the team.

TUMBLING DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by 1/4th of team) 

0.0 Zero tumbling skills performed.

0.5 - 0.9 Minimal incorporation of tumbling skills. Less than 1/4 of team performed Forward OR Backward Rolls.

1.0 - 1.9 Forward Rolls OR Backward Rolls by at least 1/4 of the team.

2.0 - 2.9 Cartwheels by at least 1/4 of the team.

3.0 - 3.9 Round Offs by at least 1/4 of the team.

4.0 - 5.0 Front Walkovers OR Back Walkovers by at least 1/4 of the team.
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YCADA Show Cheer Level 2

CHOREOGRAPHY/OVERALL IMPRESSION (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero skills performed.

6.0 - 6.9 Minimal/inconsistent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Minimal/inconsistent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Minimal/inconsistent creativity. Minimal team participation. Minimal execution of routine. (by 
majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Moderate visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Moderate creativity. Moderate percent of team participation. Moderate level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

8.0 - 8.9 Good pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Good visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Good creativity. Good percent of team participation. Good level of execution of routine. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0 Excellent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Excellent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Excellent creativity. Excellent percent of team participation. Excellent level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

PERFORMANCE/SHOWMANSHIP/USE OF CHEER- IF INCLUDED (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 5.9 Zero Skills Performed.

6.0 - 6.9
Minimal/inconsistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Minimal incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and voice 
projection. Cheer that is tough to follow with minimal crowd participation. (by majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate/consistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Moderate incorporation of cheer, crowd 
leading skills, and voice projection. Cheer that leads the crowd, but does not encourage the crowd to participate. (by majority of team)

8.0 - 8.9 Good quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Good incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and 
 voice projection. Cheer that the crowd can follow with minimal distraction. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0 Excellent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Excellent incorporation of cheer, crowd 
leading skills, and voice projection. Cheer that is visually appealing promotes crowd participation and is easy to follow. (by majority of team)

DANCE (Max Score: 9.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed.

5.0 - 5.9 Minimal/inconsistent dance technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced. Lacking creativity and variety in dance. Weak incorporation of dance. Low energy dance with minimal transitions and level 
changes in dance. (by majority of team)

6.0 - 6.9 Moderate dance basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness in dance. Varied dance moderately paced. Some incorporation of dance and visuals. Average energy level with moderate transitions and level changes in dance. 
(by majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Good dance technique and placements. Good motion strength and sharpness in dance. Good variety in dance with good pace.  Good use of visuals. Good incorporation of dance. Good energy with some transitions and level changes in 
dance. (by majority of team)

8.0 - 9.0 Excellent dance technique and placements. Strong sharp dance. Excellent use of variety and pace in dance. Excellent use of visual. Excellent incorporation of dance. Multiple transitions, level changes and variety in dance with 
high energy. (by majority of team)

MOTIONS (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed

6.0 - 6.9 Minimal/inconsistent motion technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced motions. Lacking creativity and variety in motions.  Low energy motions with minimal to zero transitions and level changes. (by 
majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness. Varied motions moderately paced.  Moderate motion visuals. Average energy level of motions with minimal transitions and level changes. (by majority of team)

8.0 - 8.9  Good motion technique and placement. Sharp motions. Good pace. Motion sequences include variety. Good motion visuals. Good energy with some transitions and level changes. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0 Excellent motion technique and placements. Strong sharp motions. Variety of upbeat and fast paced motion sequences. Visually enhancing motion sections.  Multiple transitions, level changes with high energy. (by majority of 
team)

JUMPS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 10.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (variety defined as 2 or more different jumps) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero jumps performed. 

6.0 1 advanced jump performed OR Basic jumps performed by a majority of team. 

7.0 2 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by a majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.  

8.0 3 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.  

9.0 2 connected advanced performed in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.   

10.0 3 connected advanced jumps done in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by majority of team and include variety. 

STUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero stunts.

9.0 - 9.9 Two leg Knee Stands by a majority of the team OR Minimal incorporation.

10.0 - 10.9 Two leg Thigh Stands/Shoulder Sits or Swedish Falls by a majority of the team.

11.0 - 11.9 ONLY prep level two leg stunts OR ONLY below prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) OR inversion from ground to load in/sponge 
position by a majority of the team.

12.0 - 12.9 Prep level two leg stunts AND below prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) OR 1/4 twist mount to prep level OR 1/4 twist mount to 
extension by a majority of the team.

13.0 - 15.0 Prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) AND two leg extended stunts OR 1/2 twist mount to prep OR 1/2 twist mount to extension 
level by a majority of the team.

PYRAMIDS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (teams earn credit by doing skill once) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero pyramid skills or connected stunts.

10.0 - 10.9 Pyramids involving below prep level stunts by majority of team.

11.0 - 11.9 Pyramids involving prep level two leg stunts by majority of team.

12.0 - 12.9
Pyramids involving extended two leg stunts OR Prep level single leg stunts by majority of team. This point range will be awarded to teams performing the highest skill LEGALLY possible with consideration given to the number of 
participants on the team.

13.0 - 15.0 Pyramids involving extended single leg stunts braced on ONE or BOTH sides.

DISMOUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero dismounts.

1.0 - 1.9 Minimal incorporation, less than a majority of the team performed dismounts allowed in this skill level.

2.0  -2.9 Pop Off, Step, or Shove Wrap by a majority of the team.

3.0 - 3.9 Straight Ride Cradles by a majority of team.

4.0 - 5.0 Non-twisting alternate cradles (i.e. Toe Touch, Kick, Tuck Arch, Pike Arch etc.) OR ¼ Turn Cradles by a majority of the team. 

TUMBLING DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by 1/4th of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero tumbling skills.

0.1 - 0.4 Minimal incorporation of tumbling skills. Less than 1/4 of the team performed Forward Rolls OR  Backward Rolls.

0.5 - 0.9 Forward Rolls OR Backward Rolls by 1/4 of the team.

1.0 - 1.9 Cartwheels by 1/4 of the team

2.0 - 2.9 Round Offs by 1/4 of the team.

3.0 - 3.9 Front Walkovers OR Back Walkovers by 1/4 of the team

4.0 - 5.0 Single Front Handspring OR Single Back Handspring OR Jump to Back Handspring by 1/4 of the team.

TOSSES DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero tosses.

3.0 Minimal incorporation. Less than 1/4 th of the team performed Straight Ride tosses (i.e. Baskets, Squishy, Sponge, Scrunch) 

4.0 Straight Ride tosses (i.e. Sponge, Basket, Squishy, or Scrunch) performed by LESS than a majority but more than 1/4 th of team.

5.0 Straight Ride tosses  (i.e. Sponge, Basket, Squishy, or Scrunch) performed by a majority of team 
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YCADA Show Cheer Level 3
CHOREOGRAPHY/OVERALL IMPRESSION (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero skills performed.

6.0 - 6.9 Minimal/inconsistent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Minimal/inconsistent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Minimal/inconsistent creativity. Minimal team participation. Minimal execution of routine. (by 
majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Moderate visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Moderate creativity. Moderate percent of team participation. Moderate level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

8.0 - 8.9 Good pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Good visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Good creativity. Good percent of team participation. Good level of execution of routine. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0
Excellent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Excellent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Excellent creativity. Excellent percent of team participation. Excellent level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

PERFORMANCE/SHOWMANSHIP/USE OF CHEER- IF INCLUDED (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 5.9 Zero Skills Performed.

6.0 - 6.9
Minimal/inconsistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Minimal incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and voice 
projection. Cheer that is tough to follow with minimal crowd participation. (by majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9
Moderate/consistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Moderate incorporation of cheer, crowd 
leading skills, and voice projection. Cheer that leads the crowd, but does not encourage the crowd to participate. (by majority of team)

8.0 - 8.9
Good quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Good incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and 

 voice projection. Cheer that the crowd can follow with minimal distraction. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0
Excellent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Excellent incorporation of cheer, crowd 
leading skills, and voice projection. Cheer that is visually appealing promotes crowd participation and is easy to follow. (by majority of team)

DANCE (Max Score: 9.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed.

5.0 - 5.9
Minimal/inconsistent dance technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced. Lacking creativity and variety in dance. Weak incorporation of dance. Low energy dance with minimal transitions and level 
changes in dance. (by majority of team)

6.0 - 6.9 Moderate dance basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness in dance. Varied dance moderately paced. Some incorporation of dance and visuals. Average energy level with moderate transitions and level changes in dance. 
(by majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Good dance technique and placements. Good motion strength and sharpness in dance. Good variety in dance with good pace.  Good use of visuals. Good incorporation of dance. Good energy with some transitions and level changes in 
dance. (by majority of team)

8.0 - 9.0
Excellent dance technique and placements. Strong sharp dance. Excellent use of variety and pace in dance. Excellent use of visual. Excellent incorporation of dance. Multiple transitions, level changes and variety in dance with 
high energy. (by majority of team)

MOTIONS (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

    0.0 Zero Skills Performed

6.0 - 6.9
Minimal/inconsistent motion technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced motions. Lacking creativity and variety in motions.  Low energy motions with minimal to zero transitions and level changes. (by 
majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness. Varied motions moderately paced.  Moderate motion visuals. Average energy level of motions with minimal transitions and level changes (by majority of team)

8.0 - 8.9  Good motion technique and placement. Sharp motions. Good pace. Motion sequences include variety. Good motion visuals. Good energy with some transitions and level changes. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0 Excellent motion technique and placements. Strong sharp motions. Variety of upbeat and fast paced motion sequences. Visually enhancing motion sections. Multiple transitions, level changes with high energy (by majority of team)

JUMPS (Max Score: 10.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (variety defined as 2 or more different jumps) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero jumps performed. 

6.0 1 advanced jump performed OR Basic jumps performed by a majority of team. 

7.0 2 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by a majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.  

8.0 3 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.  

9.0 2 connected advanced performed in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.   

10.0 3 connected advanced jumps done in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by majority of team and include variety. 

STUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero stunts.

8.0 - 8.9 Two leg Thigh Stands/Shoulder Sits OR two leg Knee Stands OR Swedish Falls by a majority of the team.

9.0 - 9.9 ONLY prep level two leg stunts OR ONLY below prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) by a majority of the team.

10.0 -10.9 Prep level two leg stunts AND below prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) OR Inversion from ground level to load in/sponge by a 
majority of the team.

11.0 -11.9 Prep level single leg  stunt(s)  (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque,  Scorpion,  Scale  - one  variation required but multiple encouraged) OR two  leg extended stunts OR 1/2 twist load in  to prep level OR Superman transition by  
a majority of the team.

12.0 -12.9 Extended single leg liberty OR 1/2 twist load in to two leg extension level OR Superman transition w/ 1/2 twist OR Inversion from ground level to Below prep level stunt  OR Forward suspended rolls by a majority of the team.

13.0 - 15.0 Extended Single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) OR Inversion from ground level to Prep level stunt OR FULL twisting mount to prep level OR 1/2 twist mount to 
single leg extended stunt by a majority of the team.

PYRAMIDS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (teams earn credit by doing skill once) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero pyramid/pyramid like skills

8.0 – 8.9 Pyramids below prep level OR Minimal incorporation.

9.0 - 9.9 Pyramids involving prep level stunts.

10.0 -10.9 Pyramids involving extended two leg stunts.

11.0 -11.9 Pyramids involving extended single leg stunts braced on one or both sides. 

12.0 -12.9 Pyramids involving release moves that DO NOT land at stunts prep level. This range will be awarded to teams performing the highest skill LEGALLY possible with consideration given to the number of participants on the team. 

13.0 - 15.0 Pyramids involving Tic-Tocs, High to High, Low to High, Switch Up, Eagle Up, Pike Up, Ball Up braced on BOTH sides that land at prep level or above stunts OR 1/2 twist release moves that land in prep level or above stunts braced on both sides.

DISMOUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

   0.0 - 0.0 Zero dismounts.

0.5 - 0.9 Pop Off, Step, or Shove Wrap by a majority of the team.

1.0 - 1.9 Straight Ride cradles from prep level or below stunts OR 1/4 turn cradles from prep level or below stunts by a majority of the team.

2.0  -2.9 Alternate Cradles (i.e. Toe Touch, Pike Arch, Ball/Tuck) OR (Straight Ride or 1/4 turn) cradle from extended stunts by a majority of the team.

3.0 - 3.9 Full downs from two leg prep level stunts by a majority of the team.

4.0 - 5.0 Full downs from two leg extended stunts OR Full downs from prep single leg stunts by a majority of the team.

TOSSES DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero tosses.

2.0 Minimal incorporation OR less than a majority of the team executed Straight Rides.

3.0 Straight Ride tosses (i.e. Sponge, Basket, Squishy, or Scrunch) by a majority of the team.

4.0 Less than majority of team executed Non-twisting trick toss ((i.e. toe touch, kick, pike, tuck) 

5.0 Non-twisting trick toss execution (i.e. toe touch, kick, pike, tuck) by a majority of the team.

TUMBLING DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by 1/4th of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero tumbling skills.

0.5 - 0.9 Forward Rolls OR Backward Rolls by 1/4 of the team.

1.0 - 1.9 Round Off OR Cartwheel by 1/4 of the team.

2.0 - 2.9 Front Walkovers OR Back Walkovers by 1/4 of the team.

3.0 - 3.9 Single non-consecutive Handsprings by 1/4 of the team.

4.0 - 5.0 Front walkover through to single Back handspring OR Consecutive series Handsprings OR OR Aerials OR Round Off Back Tuck OR Round off Back Handspring Back Tuck OR Running Front Tuck OR Jump continuously connected with Back 
Handspring by 1/4 of the team.
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YCADA Show Cheer Level 4

CHOREOGRAPHY/OVERALL IMPRESSION (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0  Zero skills performed. 

6.0 - 6.9 Minimal/inconsistent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Minimal/inconsistent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Minimal/inconsistent creativity. Minimal team participation. Minimal execution of routine. (by 
majority of team) 

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Moderate visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Moderate creativity. Moderate percent of team participation. Moderate level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team) 

8.0 - 8.9 Good pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Good visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Good creativity. Good percent of team participation. Good level of execution of routine. (by majority of team) 

9.0 - 10.0 Excellent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Excellent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Excellent creativity. Excellent percent of team participation. Excellent level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team) 

PERFORMANCE/SHOWMANSHIP/USE OF CHEER- IF INCLUDED (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 5.9 
Zero Skills Performed. 

6.0 - 6.9 Minimal/inconsistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Minimal incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and voice 
projection. Cheer that is tough to follow with minimal crowd participation. (by majority of team) 

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate/consistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Moderate incorporation of cheer, crowd leading 
skills, and voice projection. Cheer that leads the crowd, but does not encourage the crowd to participate. (by majority of team) 

8.0 - 8.9 
Good quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Good incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and  

 voice projection. Cheer that the crowd can follow with minimal distraction. (by majority of team) 

9.0 - 10.0 Excellent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Excellent incorporation of cheer, crowd leading 
skills, and voice projection. Cheer that is visually appealing promotes crowd participation and is easy to follow. (by majority of team) 

DANCE (Max Score: 9.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0  Zero Skills Performed. 

5.0 - 5.9 Minimal/inconsistent dance technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced. Lacking creativity and variety in dance. Weak incorporation of dance. Low energy dance with minimal transitions and level 
changes in dance. (by majority of team) 

6.0 - 6.9 Moderate dance basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness in dance. Varied dance moderately paced. Some incorporation of dance and visuals. Average energy level with moderate transitions and level changes in dance. (by 
majority of team) 

7.0 - 7.9 Good dance technique and placements. Good motion strength and sharpness in dance. Good variety in dance with good pace.  Good use of visuals. Good incorporation of dance. Good energy with some transitions and level changes in 
dance. (by majority of team) 

8.0 - 9.0 Excellent dance technique and placements. Strong sharp dance. Excellent use of variety and pace in dance. Excellent use of visual. Excellent incorporation of dance. Multiple transitions, level changes and variety in dance with 
high energy. (by majority of team) 

MOTIONS (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

    0.0  Zero Skills Performed 

6.0 - 6.9 Minimal/inconsistent motion technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced motions. Lacking creativity and variety in motions.  Low energy motions with minimal to zero transitions and level changes. (by 
majority of team) 

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness. Varied motions moderately paced.  Moderate motion visuals. Average energy level of motions with minimal transitions and level changes. (by majority of team) 

8.0 - 8.9  Good motion technique and placement. Sharp motions. Good pace. Motion sequences include variety. Good motion visuals. Good energy with some transitions and level changes. (by majority of team) 

9.0 - 10.0 Excellent motion technique and placements. Strong sharp motions. Variety of upbeat and fast paced motion sequences. Visually enhancing motion sections.  Multiple transitions, level changes with high energy. (by majority of 
team) 

JUMPS  (Max Score: 10.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (variety defined as 2 or more different jumps) (by majority of team) 

0.0  Zero jumps performed. 

6.0 1 advanced jump performed OR Basic jumps performed by a majority of team. 

7.0 2 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by a majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.   

8.0 3 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.  

9.0 2 connected advanced performed in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.   

10.0 3 connected advanced jumps done in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by majority of team and include variety. 

STUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero stunts. 

8.0 - 8.9 Two leg Knee Stands OR two leg Thigh Stands OR Shoulder Sits OR Swedish Falls by a majority of the team. 

9.0 - 9.9 ONLY prep level two leg stunts OR ONLY below prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) by a majority of the team. 

10.0 - 10.9 Prep level two leg stunts AND below prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) by a majority of the team. 

11.0 - 11.9 Prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) OR two leg extended stunts OR 1/2 twist load-in to Prep or Extension OR Superman 
transitions w/ 1/2 twist by a majority of the team. 

12.0 – 12.9 Extended single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) OR full twisting load in to prep level stunts OR Forward Flipping leap frog OR Superman 
transitions w/ 3/4 twist by a   majority of the team. 

13.0 – 15.0 Full twisting load in to extended level stunts OR Ground level inversion directly to Extended stunt OR Full released Tic-Tocs/Switch Ups by a majority of the team. 

PYRAMIDS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0)  - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (teams earn credit by doing skill once) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero pyramid/pyramid like skills. 

8.0 - 8.9 Pyramids involving prep level stunts or lower. 

9.0 - 9.9 Pyramids involving extended two leg stunts. 

10.0 -10.9 Pyramids involving extended single leg stunts braced on both sides. 

11.0 -11.9 Pyramids involving extended single leg stunts braced on only one side. This point range will be awarded to teams performing the highest skill LEGALLY possible with consideration given to the number of participants on the 
team. 

12.0 -12.9 Pyramids involving Tic-Tocs braced on BOTH sides OR OR braced inversion transitions (Flat Back, Roll Up) that roll up directly to Prep. 

13.0 - 15.0 Pyramids involving release moves braced ONE side OR braced inversion transitions (Flat Back, Roll Up) that roll up directly to Extension OR Front Flips Braced on BOTH Sides  

DISMOUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0)  - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero dismounts. 

0.5 - 0.9 Pop Off, Step, or Shove Wrap OR minimal incorporation by a majority of the team. 

1.0 - 1.9 Straight Ride cradles OR ¼ turn cradles by a majority of the team. 

2.0  -2.9 Alternate non twisting cradles (i.e. Toe Touch, Pike Arch) by a majority of the team. 

3.0 - 3.9 Single twist cradles from prep level one leg stunts OR extended two leg stunts by a majority of the team. 

4.0 - 5.0 Double twisting cradles from prep level two leg stunts OR single twisting cradles from extended single leg stunts by a majority of the team. 

TOSSES DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero tosses. 

2.0 Straight Ride tosses by a majority of the team. 

3.0 Non- twisting toss (i.e. Toe Touch, Switch Kick, Pike Arch, Tuck Arch) by a majority of the team. 

4.0 Single twisting tosses by a majority of the team. 

5.0 Trick with single twist combinations (i.e. Kick Full) by a majority of the team. 

TUMBLING DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by 1/4th of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero tumbling skills. 

0.5 - 0.9 Round Off, Cartwheel, Forward or Backward Rolls by 1/4 of the team. 

1.0 - 1.4 Walkovers by 1/4 of the team. 

1.5 - 1.9 Single non-consecutive Handsprings by 1/4 of the team. 

2.0 - 2.9 Front walkover through to single Back handspring OR Consecutive series Handsprings OR Jump continuously with Back Handspring by 1/4 of the team. 

3.0 - 3.9 Running Tucks/Flips OR Standing Handspring Back Tuck OR Aerials OR Jump Continuously with series Back Handspring by 1/4 of the team. 

4.0 - 5.0 Advanced standing OR running tumbling skills (Full Twist Flips OR Layout OR X-Out OR Pike OR Standing Tuck OR Jump Continuously with Back Handspring Back Tuck) by 1/4 of the team. 
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CHOREOGRAPHY/OVERALL IMPRESSION (Max Score: 17.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero skills performed.

13.0 - 13.9 Minimal/inconsistent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Minimal/inconsistent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Minimal/inconsistent creativity. Minimal team participation. Minimal execution of routine. (by 
majority of team)

14.0 - 14.9 Moderate pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Moderate visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Moderate creativity. Moderate percent of team participation. Moderate level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

15.0 - 15.9 Good pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Good visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Good creativity. Good percent of team participation. Good level of execution of routine. (by majority of team)

16.0 - 17.0 Excellent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Excellent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Excellent creativity. Excellent percent of team participation. Excellent level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

PERFORMANCE/SHOWMANSHIP/USE OF CHEER- IF INCLUDED (Max Score: 17.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed.

13.0 - 13.9 Minimal/inconsistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Minimal incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and voice 
projection. Cheer that is tough to follow with minimal crowd participation. (by majority of team)

14.0 - 14.9 Moderate/consistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Moderate incorporation of cheer, crowd 
leading skills, and voice projection. Cheer that leads the crowd, but does not encourage the crowd to participate. (by majority of team)

15.0 - 15.9 Good quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Good incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and 
voice projection. Cheer that the crowd can follow with minimal distraction. (by majority of team)

16.0 - 17.0 Excellent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Excellent incorporation of cheer, crowd 
leading skills, and voice projection. Cheer that is visually appealing promotes crowd participation and is easy to follow. (by majority of team)

DANCE (Max Score: 17.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed.

13.0 - 13.9 Minimal/inconsistent dance technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced. Lacking creativity and variety in dance. Weak incorporation of dance. Low energy dance with minimal transitions and level 
changes in dance. (by majority of team)

14.0 - 14.9 Moderate dance basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness in dance. Varied dance moderately paced. Some incorporation of dance and visuals. Average energy level with moderate transitions and level changes in dance. 
(by majority of team)

15.0 - 15.9 Good dance technique and placements. Good motion strength and sharpness in dance. Good variety in dance with good pace. Good use of visuals. Good incorporation of dance. Good energy with some transitions and level changes in 
dance. (by majority of team)

16.0 - 17.0 Excellent dance technique and placements. Strong sharp dance. Excellent use of variety and pace in dance. Excellent use of visual. Excellent incorporation of dance. Multiple transitions, level changes and variety in dance with 
high energy. (by majority of team)

MOTIONS (Max Score: 17.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed

13.0 - 13.9 Minimal/inconsistent motion technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced motions. Lacking creativity and variety in motions. Low energy motions with minimal to zero transitions and level changes. (by 
majority of team)

14.0 - 14.9 Moderate basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness. Varied motions moderately paced. Moderate motion visuals. Average energy level of motions with minimal transitions and level changes. (by majority of team)

15.0 - 15.9 Good motion technique and placement. Sharp motions. Good pace. Motion sequences include variety. Good motion visuals. Good energy with some transitions and level changes. (by majority of team)

16.0 - 17.0 Excellent motion technique and placements. Strong sharp motions. Variety of upbeat and fast paced motion sequences. Visually enhancing motion sections. Multiple transitions, level changes with high energy. (by majority of 
team)

JUMPS (Max Score: 15.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (variety defined as 2 or more different jumps) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero jumps performed.

11.0 1 advanced jump performed OR Basic jumps performed by a majority of team.

12.0 2 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by a majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.

13.0 3 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.

14.0 2 connected advanced performed in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.

15.0 3 connected advanced jumps done in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by majority of team and include variety.

TUMBLING DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by 1/4th of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero tumbling skills.

10.0 - 10.9 Forward Rolls OR Backward Rolls by 1/4 of the team.

11.0 - 11.9 Round Off OR Cartwheel by 1/4 of the team.

12.0 - 12.9 Front Walkovers OR Back Walkovers by 1/4 of the team.

13.0 - 13.9 Single non-consecutive Handsprings by 1/4 of the team.

14.0 - 15.0 Front walkover through to single Back handspring OR Consecutive series Handsprings OR OR Aerials OR Round Off Back Tuck OR Round off Back Handspring Back Tuck OR Running Front Tuck OR Jump continuously connected with Back 
Handspring by 1/4 of the team.

YCADA Show Cheer Non-Mount





YCADA Show Cheer Non-Tumbling
CHOREOGRAPHY/OVERALL IMPRESSION (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero skills performed.

6.0 - 6.9 Minimal/inconsistent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Minimal/inconsistent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Minimal/inconsistent creativity. Minimal team participation. Minimal execution of routine. (by 
majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Moderate visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Moderate creativity. Moderate percent of team participation. Moderate level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

8.0 - 8.9 Good pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Good visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Good creativity. Good percent of team participation. Good level of execution of routine. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0
Excellent pace and flow of routine, smooth transitions, synchronization. Excellent visual effects, level changes, roll offs. Excellent creativity. Excellent percent of team participation. Excellent level of execution of routine. (by majority of 
team)

PERFORMANCE/SHOWMANSHIP/USE OF CHEER- IF INCLUDED (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 5.9 Zero Skills Performed.

6.0 - 6.9
Minimal/inconsistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Minimal incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and voice 
projection. Cheer that is tough to follow with minimal crowd participation. (by majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9
Moderate/consistent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included-Moderate incorporation of cheer, crowd 
leading skills, and voice projection. Cheer that leads the crowd, but does not encourage the crowd to participate. (by majority of team)

8.0 - 8.9
Good quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Good incorporation of cheer, crowd leading skills, and 
voice projection. Cheer that the crowd can follow with minimal distraction. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0
Excellent quality of presentation, enthusiasm, showmanship, routine attitude, confidence, audience/crowd appeal, routine ownership, engaging. If Cheer Included- Excellent incorporation of cheer, crowd 
leading skills, and voice projection. Cheer that is visually appealing promotes crowd participation and is easy to follow. (by majority of team)

DANCE (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed.

6.0 - 6.9
Minimal/inconsistent dance technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced. Lacking creativity and variety in dance. Weak incorporation of dance. Low energy dance with minimal transitions and level 
changes in dance. (by majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate dance basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness in dance. Varied dance moderately paced. Some incorporation of dance and visuals. Average energy level with moderate transitions and level changes in dance. 
(by majority of team)

   8.0 - 8.9 Good dance technique and placements. Good motion strength and sharpness in dance. Good variety in dance with good pace. Good use of visuals. Good incorporation of dance. Good energy with some transitions and level changes in 
dance. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0
Excellent dance technique and placements. Strong sharp dance. Excellent use of variety and pace in dance. Excellent use of visual. Excellent incorporation of dance. Multiple transitions, level changes and variety in dance with 
high energy. (by majority of team)

MOTIONS (Max Score: 10.0) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero Skills Performed

6.0 - 6.9
Minimal/inconsistent motion technique. Lacking sharpness and overall motion control. Slow paced motions. Lacking creativity and variety in motions. Low energy motions with minimal to zero transitions and level changes. (by 
majority of team)

7.0 - 7.9 Moderate basic technique. Moderate motion strength and sharpness. Varied motions moderately paced. Moderate motion visuals. Average energy level of motions with minimal transitions and level changes. (by majority of team)

8.0 - 8.9 Good motion technique and placement. Sharp motions. Good pace. Motion sequences include variety. Good motion visuals. Good energy with some transitions and level changes. (by majority of team)

9.0 - 10.0
Excellent motion technique and placements. Strong sharp motions. Variety of upbeat and fast paced motion sequences. Visually enhancing motion sections. Multiple transitions, level changes with high energy. (by majority of 
team)

JUMPS (Max Score: 10.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (variety defined as 2 or more different jumps) (by majority of team) 

0.0 Zero jumps performed.

6.0 1 advanced jump performed OR Basic jumps performed by a majority of team.

7.0 2 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by a majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.

8.0 3 advanced jumps performed NOT in continuous movement by majority of team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.

9.0 2 connected advanced performed in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by a majority of team.

     10.0 3 connected advanced jumps done in continuous movement by the majority of the team. Jump must be synchronized by majority of team and include variety. 

STUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero stunts.

8.0 - 8.9 Two leg Thigh Stands/Shoulder Sits OR two leg Knee Stands OR Swedish Falls by a majority of the team.

9.0 - 9.9 ONLY prep level two leg stunts OR ONLY below prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) by a majority of the team.

10.0 -10.9 Prep level two leg stunts AND below prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) OR Inversion from ground level to load in/sponge by a 
majority of the team.

11.0 -11.9 Prep level single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Liberty, Torch, Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) OR two leg extended stunts OR 1/2 twist load in to prep level OR Superman transition by  
a majority of the team.

12.0 -12.9 Extended single leg liberty OR 1/2 twist load in to two leg extension level OR Superman transition w/ 1/2 twist OR Inversion from ground level to Below prep level stunt OR Forward suspended rolls by a majority of the team.

13.0 - 15.0 Extended Single leg stunt(s) (i.e. Stretch(s), Arabesque, Scorpion, Scale - one variation required but multiple encouraged) OR Inversion from ground level to Prep level stunt OR FULL twisting mount to prep level OR 1/2 twist mount to 
single leg extended stunt by a majority of the team.

PYRAMIDS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 15.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (teams earn credit by doing skill once) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero pyramid/pyramid like skills

8.0 – 8.9 Pyramids below prep level OR Minimal incorporation.

9.0 - 9.9 Pyramids involving prep level stunts.

10.0 -10.9 Pyramids involving extended two leg stunts.

11.0 -11.9 Pyramids involving extended single leg stunts braced on one or both sides.

12.0 -12.9 Pyramids involving release moves that DO NOT land at stunts prep level. This range will be awarded to teams performing the highest skill LEGALLY possible with consideration given to the number of participants on the team.

13.0 - 15.0 Pyramids involving Tic-Tocs, High to High, Low to High, Switch Up, Eagle Up, Pike Up, Ball Up braced on BOTH sides that land at prep level or above stunts OR 1/2 twist release moves that land in prep level or above stunts braced on 
both sides.

DISMOUNTS DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 5.0) - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero dismounts.

0.5 - 0.9 Pop Off, Step, or Shove Wrap by a majority of the team.

1.0 - 1.9 Straight Ride cradles from prep level or below stunts OR 1/4 turn cradles from prep level or below stunts by a majority of the team.

2.0 -2.9 Alternate Cradles (i.e. Toe Touch, Pike Arch, Ball/Tuck) OR (Straight Ride or 1/4 turn) cradle from extended stunts by a majority of the team.

3.0 - 3.9 Full downs from two leg prep level stunts by a majority of the team.

4.0 - 5.0 Full downs from two leg extended stunts OR Full downs from prep single leg stunts by a majority of the team.

TOSSES DIFFICULTY (Max Score: 10.0 - 1 point will be reserved for execution) (by majority of team) 

0.0 - 0.0 Zero tosses.

7.0 Minimal incorporation OR less than a majority of the team executed Straight Rides.

8.0 Straight Ride tosses (i.e. Sponge, Basket, Squishy, or Scrunch) by a majority of the team.

9.0 Less than majority of team executed Non-twisting trick toss ((i.e. toe touch, kick, pike, tuck)

10.0 Non-twisting trick toss execution (i.e. toe touch, kick, pike, tuck) by a majority of the team.
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YOUTH CHEER PENALTY INFO
RULES PENALTIES:

 

EXECUTION PENALTIES:

 

 

   

  

   

*

  

TIME LIMIT PENALTIES:
  
  
  

INAPPROPRIATE MUSIC/CHOREOGRAPHY:
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COACH’S CHEAT SHEET
YOUTH CHEER DIVISIONS

 

   
STUNTS

4+

7 4+

8 2+ 5+
9 2+ 5+

2+ 2+
2+ 2+

7+ 2+
7+ 2+
8+ 2+
8+ 2+

4+ 9+ 2+
4+ 9+ 2+
4+ 2+
4+ 2+
5+
5+

22 5+
5+

24
25

27
28 7+
29 7+

7+ 4+
7+ 4+
8+ 4+
8+ 4+
8+ 4+

8+ 4+
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YCADA LEVEL 1 LIMITED

Standing Tumbling
Running Tumbling: 
Stunts

Inversions
Dismounts:
Release Moves:
Tosses
Pyramids

YOUTH CHEER LEVELS QUICK REFERENCE OVERVIEW
A BASIC OVERVIEW OF THE HIGHEST SKILLS ALLOWED IN EACH LEVEL.
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YCADA LEVEL 1

Standing Tumbling
Running Tumbling: 
Stunts

 
Inversions
Dismounts:
Release Moves:
Tosses
Pyramids

YCADA LEVEL 2

Standing Tumbling:
Running Tumbling
Stunts

Inversions

Dismounts
Release Moves
Tosses
Pyramids:

YOUTH CHEER LEVELS QUICK REFERENCE OVERVIEW
A BASIC OVERVIEW OF THE HIGHEST SKILLS ALLOWED IN EACH LEVEL.

YCADA LEVEL 3

Standing Tumbling  
Running Tumbling: 

Stunts  
 

Inversions  

Dismounts: 
 

Tosses  
Pyramids  

YCADA LEVEL 4

Standing Tumbling  
Running Tumbling

Stunts

Inversions  

Dismounts:  

Release Moves: 
Tosses  
Pyramids
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SCORING GRIDS & SCORE SHEETS
YOUTH CHEER DIVISIONS 

SCORING CRITERIA FOR EACH POINT RANGE MAXIMIZE THESE TO SCORE THE MOST POINTS IN EACH SECTION!

JUMPS EXECUTION/TECHNIQUE:

TOSS EXECUTION/TECHNIQUE:

STUNTS DIFFICULTY:

STUNTS EXECUTION/TECHNIQUE:

DISMOUNTS DIFFICULTY:

DISMOUNTS EXECUTION/TECHNIQUE:

PYRAMIDS DIFFICULTY:

PYRAMIDS EXECUTION/TECHNIQUE:
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YOUTH CHEER GLOSSARY
REFERENCE GUIDE FOR SKILLS MENTIONED IN THE YOUTH CHEER LEVELS GRID & GENERAL SAFETY RULES.

1/4 Turn Cradle: 

1/4 Up (Stunt): 

180 (Stunt): 

360 (Stunt): 

Aerial:   

Airborne: 

Airborne Tumbling Skill: 

Alternate Cradles: 

Alternate Non-Twisting Cradles: 

Arabesque: 

Arabian: 

Assisted Pop Off:   

Awesome
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YOUTH CHEER GLOSSARY
(CONTINUED)

Cartwheel:   

Catcher: 

Chair: 

Continuous Combination Jumps:  

Cradle:   

Cupie: 

Dead Man Lift:   a 

Dismount:   

Dive Roll: 

Drop:   

Eighteen Inches above Extended Arm /Level:  

Extended Level Stunts: 

Extended Position:   

Extension:  

Extension Prep or Prep (Half):

Extension Prep Hitch (Two Leg Hitch):  

Fallback:   

Fireman Catch:   

Flip (stunt):

Flip (Tumbling): 
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YOUTH CHEER GLOSSARY
(CONTINUED)

Forward Roll:   

Forward Suspended Roll:   

Front Handspring: 

Front Limber:   

  

Front Tuck: 

Front Flipping Leap Frog: 

Front Walkover:   

Full Twist:  

Full Up:  

Half:   

Hand Support (Tumbling):   

Hand/Arm Connection:   

Handspring:   

Handspring Series: 

Handstand:   

Heel Stretch: 

Helicopter: 

Horizontal T-Lift: 

  

Inversion/Inverted:   

Jump:   
  

   

Knee Stand Level:   

Leap Frog:  
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YOUTH CHEER GLOSSARY
(CONTINUED)

Level Jumps:  

Limber:  

Load in:   

  

Non-Consecutive (Tumbling):  

Non-Released single based stunt: 

Nugget: 

   

Pendulum: 

Pike:  

Pop:   

Post:   

Power Press:   

Prep:  

Prep Level: 

   

Prone Position:   

Prop:   

 

Quarter Turn Cradle:  

Quarter Up Stunt: 

Release Move: 

Reload: 

Retake: 

Round Off: 

Running Tumbling: 

Scale: 

Scorpion: 

Seated Position: 

Shooting Star: 
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YOUTH CHEER GLOSSARY
(CONTINUED)

 
Shove Wrap: 

Show and Go:  

Shushunova: 

Single Leg Stunt: 

Single Leg Stunt Variations: 

Single Trick Non-Twisting Cradles: 

Single Trick Non-Twisting Toss Skills: 

Split Stunts

Sponge: 

Sponge Toss: 

Spotter*: 
the air.

Standing Tumbling: 

Stepping Stone Transition: 

Straight Cradle:  

Straight Ride:

Stunt:

Stunt Transition: 

Superman transiton

Supporting Leg: 

Swedish Falls:

Swing Stunts: 

Swing Up Stunts:

T-Lift: 
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YOUTH CHEER GLOSSARY
(CONTINUED)

Tension Roll/Drop:

Thigh Stand Level:  

Toe/Leg Pitch: 

Top Person: 

Torch: 

Toss: 

Transitional Stunt: 

Tuck (Stunt): 

Tuck (Tumbling): 

Tumbling: 

Twist: 

Twist Cradle(s): 

Up & Over:

Upright: 

V-Sit:

Vault/Vaulting: 

Waist Level: 

Walkover:  

Working Leg:  

X-Out:   
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YOUTH CHEER GENERAL SAFETY RULES
THESE RULES MUST BE USED IN ADDITION TO THE YOUTH CHEER LEVELS GRID. 

.
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YOUTH CHEER GENERAL SAFETY RULES
THESE RULES MUST BE USED IN ADDITION TO THE YOUTH CHEER LEVELS GRID. 

.
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YOUTH CHEER GENERAL SAFETY RULES
THESE RULES MUST BE USED IN ADDITION TO THE YOUTH CHEER LEVELS GRID. 

.




